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SHORT COMMUNICATION

Light enhances the growth rates of natural
populations of aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic
bacteria
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Aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic (AAP) bacteria are microorganisms that can harvest light energy
using bacteriochlorophyll a to supplement their predominantly organotrophic metabolism. Growth
enhancement by light has repeatedly been demonstrated in laboratory experiments with AAP
isolates. However, the ecological advantage of light utilization is unclear, as it has never been proven
in the natural environment. Here, we conducted manipulation experiments in the NW Mediterranean
and found that AAP bacteria display high growth rates which are controlled to a large extent by
intense grazing pressure and phosphorous availability. Foremost, we found that, contrarily to the bulk
bacterioplakton, AAP bacteria display higher growth rates when incubated under light-dark cycles
than in complete darkness. These results represent the first direct evidence that natural populations
of marine AAP bacteria can be stimulated by light.
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The discovery of marine photoheterotrophs challenged previous simplistic views of the structure of
ocean microbial food webs. Marine photoheterotrophs include two main groups, the aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic (AAP) bacteria and the
proteorhodopsin (PR)-containing bacteria, which
make up large fractions of the microbial communities in the sunlit ocean. Despite having different
physiology, both groups are heterotrophs that rely
mainly on organic matter and are capable of harvesting light (Koblížek, 2015; Pinhassi et al., 2016).
AAP bacteria are a phylogenetically and metabolically diverse group of organisms utilizing a wide
range of carbon sources (Koblížek, 2015). The
stimulation of AAP growth by energy captured using
bacteriochlorophyll-based reaction centers has been
demonstrated in laboratory cultures (Yurkov and van
Gemerden, 1993; Biebl and Wagner-Döbler, 2006;
Hauruseu and Koblížek, 2012), but not under natural
conditions yet. AAP bacteria are relatively common
in the euphotic zone of the oceans (Koblížek, 2015)
and exhibit faster growth rates than bulk bacterioplankton (Koblížek et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2010;
Ferrera et al., 2011). However, field experiments
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have failed to observe a light effect on AAP bacteria
(Schwalbach et al., 2005; Stegman et al., 2014). The
reason for these negative results is not clear. It has
been hypothesized that AAP bacteria are more
vulnerable to grazing than other bacteria due to their
large cell sizes (Koblížek et al., 2007; Ferrera et al.,
2011) and it is thus possible that the light-induced
increase in biomass is removed by intense grazing.
Alternatively, AAP growth in field experiments
could have been limited by nutrient availability. In
such a case, light-derived energy would provide only
an irrelevant advantage, as growth would have been
dependent on unavailable nutrients.
To solve this question, we performed manipulation experiments with natural seawater collected at
the Blanes Bay Microbiology Observatory (BBMO).
Controls, predator-reduced, as well as treatments
with both predation reduction and phosphorus
amendment (Supplementary Information) were
included to analyze the main constrains on AAP
growth. Incubation of seawater promoted growth of
all prokaryotes, total bacteria (Eubacterial cells) and
AAPs in all treatments, yet the AAPs grew at
much faster rates than the bulk community
(Supplementary Figure S1, Supplementary Table
S1). Removal of predators led to a substantial
increase in the GRs of AAPs, as compared with
total prokaryotes and Eubacteria (Figure 1). These
results confirm that AAP bacteria use high growth
rates to cope with more intense grazing than other
bacteria.
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Figure 1 Growth rates in the predator-reduced (PR) vs the control (CT) treatments (left panel) and in the phosphorus-amended (PA) vs the
PR treatments (right panel). Circles correspond to Experiment 1 and squares to Experiment 2. Dots falling on the 1:1 line indicate that
growth rates have the same value for both x-y treatments; if dots are above or below the line, growth rates from y treatments are higher or
lower than in x treatments respectively. Error bars represent the standard deviations. AAP, aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria; D,
Dark incubations; EUB, Eubacteria; L, Light-dark incubations; PRO, total prokaryotes.

The Mediterranean is a predominantly P-limited
ecosystem (Krom et al., 1991). A previous report
from the Mediterranean Sea suggested that AAP
growth rates were controlled primarily by P-limitation (Hojerová et al., 2011), whereas experiments
conducted in the BBMO showed that grazing had a
much stronger effect than nutrient availability
(Ferrera et al., 2011). Our results show that the
response to P-amendment differed among experiments (Figure 1); whereas a much stronger response
to P than to predation was found in Experiment 1,
the response was weak in Experiment 2. Nevertheless, the response to P-amendment was stronger
for AAP bacteria than for total prokaryotes and
Eubacteria in both experiments (Figure 1). In fact, in
Experiment 1 AAPs grew at rates of 5.86 day − 1 in the
P-amended treatment, which is among the highest
values reported for AAP bacteria (Koblížek et al.,
2007; Ferrera et al., 2011; Hojerová et al., 2011). Our
results show that P-limitation can be a stronger
growth control factor than grazing, but only under
certain circumstances.
To test whether light stimulates growth, the
treatments were subjected to either continuous dark
or to natural light-dark cycles, excluding ultraviolet
radiation to prevent that its detrimental effect could
mask a positive effect of photosynthetically active
radiation (Ruiz-González et al., 2013). Overall, either
minor inhibition or stimulation by light was
observed in the experiments, but interestingly, when
comparing the differences in GRs between light
regimes, clear differences were found among the
groups analyzed (Figure 2). While growth rates were
on average 0.11 and 0.09 day − 1 higher in the dark for
Eubacteria and total prokaryotes respectively, AAP
growth rates where 0.23 day − 1 higher under light.
These differences were larger in the predatorreduced than in the control treatment, and even
larger in the P-amended treatment in Experiment 1
(Figure 1) supporting our hypothesis that failure to
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demonstrate the light stimulation in previous experiments may have been related to nutrient limitation.
The advantage for photoheterotrophs over other
bacteria of using light has been intensively debated
since their discovery. Its stimulatory effect has been
shown in AAP cultures (Yurkov and van Gemerden,
1993; Hauruseu and Koblížek, 2012), but its effect
under natural conditions remained doubtful since
only indirect evidences existed. In addition,
Kirchman and Hanson (2013) used theoretical calculations of the contribution of phototrophy to the
organisms’ energy requirements to conclude that even
though AAP bacteria harvest more light energy than
PR-bacteria, the net yield of phototrophy is only
modest. Nevertheless, a positive correlation between
AAP abundance and day length was found in
seasonal studies in Mediterranean coastal waters
and a lagoon (Lamy et al., 2011; Ferrera et al.,
2014), and, recently, Cepáková et al. (2016) observed
that the GRs of AAP bacteria in lakes were higher than
their mortality rates during the day, an indication that
light may directly stimulate AAP growth. Contrarily,
no clear effect was found in the activity of AAPs in
short-term experiments neither in marine nor in
freshwater environments (Stegman et al., 2014;
Garcia-Chaves et al., 2016). Here, we provide the first
evidence that marine AAP bacteria can be directly
stimulated by light under natural conditions.
Although an indirect enhancement of growth by
phytoplankton-driven primary production could
occur, the observed increase likely reflects a direct
light stimulation since the larger increase occurred in
treatments where the majority of phytoplankton had
been removed by filtration. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the response was variable between experiments suggesting that heterogeneity in the response of
various AAP communities may exist. Further experiments investigating the interplay between light and
different environmental parameters on growth rates
are required to better evaluate the light-enhanced
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Figure 2 Box plots showing the distribution of the difference
between growth rates (GR) in the light and dark treatments
(positive values indicate higher growth rates in the light and vice
versa) for the microbial groups studied. Values from all treatments
and experiments are pooled. From top to bottom, the horizontal
lines of the box represent the upper-quartile, median and lowerquartile. Whiskers extending from top and bottom of the box
represent maximum and minimum values. AAP, aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria; EUB, Eubacteria; PRO, total
prokaryotes.

growth of AAP bacteria. In conclusion, our results
indicate that AAP bacteria can grow much faster than
bulk bacterioplankton and that growth in the NW
Mediterranean is largely controlled both by grazing
and P-limitation. These results show for the first time
that natural populations of marine AAP bacteria can
be directly stimulated by light.
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